Abstract. M87 is a nearby radio galaxy that has been detected at energies ranging from radio to very high energy (VHE) gamma-rays. Its proximity and its jet, misaligned from the line of sight allow detailed morphological studies. The imaging atmospheric Cherenkov technique (from 100 GeV to 10 TeV) provides insufficient angular resolution (few arc-minutes) to resolve the M87 emission region. However, the short time scale variability observed by MAGIC, HESS and VERITAS suggests the TeV emission is coming from a very small region, most likely close to the core. We propose that the variable TeV emission may be produced in a pair-starved region of the central black hole (BH) magnetosphere, i.e. a region where the density of the electron-positron plasma is not sufficient to completely screen the accelerating electric field. The funnel, a low density and magnetically dominated region around the poles, appears as a favourable site of low-density where a Blandford-Znajek process may explain the main properties of the TeV γ-ray emission from M87. We produce a broadband spectral energy distribution (SED) of the resulting radiation and compare the model with the observed fluxes from the nucleus of M87, for both low and high γ-ray activities. We finish with a brief discussion on the connection between the accretion rate and the intermittence in the formation of gaps in the magnetosphere.
Introduction
The Fanaroff-Riley (FR) class I giant radio galaxy M87, situated nearly at the center of the Virgo cluster, harbors the first observed extragalactic jet. It has been intensively studied at all wavelengths. The giant elliptical galaxy is also known to host one of the most massive black holes M BH ∼ 6 × 10 9 M [1] , and a prominent, non aligned jet detectable from radio to X-ray wavelengths. Its proximity, 16.3 Mpc [2] , makes it one of the two best objects, the other being Centaurus A, for testing and understanding extragalactic jets of radio-loud Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) and their powerful engines.
VHE (> 200 GeV) gamma-ray emission was first reported by the HEGRA collaboration in 1998/99 [3] . The emission was confirmed by the HESS collaboration in 2003-2006 [4] . Additionally, Aharonian et al. [4] also reported variability during a high state of gamma-ray activity in 2005 with a timescale of days. Timescale for these fluctuations may be related to the characteristic time of the central engine
where Ω H is the angular velocity of the BH, and is in order of hours. Therefore, the relativistic ejections, responsible for the observed flare, appear to be related to the phenomena on the event horizon. On the other hand, Chandra X-ray observations revealed a gradual increase in activity from HST-1 in the energy range 0.2-6 keV [5] . The maximum coincided with the TeV flare suggesting HST-1 knot as the more likely source of emission. However, X-ray timescale analysis presented by Harris et al. [6] (≤ 20 days) is still significantly longer than the TeV variability (1-2 days) and VLBA observations of HST-1 could not identify substructures down to 0.15pc [7] . This upper limit should be compared to the constraint on the emission region size from the causality argument, which implies a compact region R var ≤ 2 × 10 −3 δ pc where δ is the Doppler factor of the relativistically moving source. We can neither claim nor reject the presence of such small features in HST-1 and the region remains a possible origin of the VHE emission. For the nucleus of M87, the data were severely affected by a "pileup" effect and are not reliable [53] . So the open question for the 2005 April TeV flaring episode is could it be that the strong flux of HST-1 have suppressed the detection of an enhanced flux coming from the X-ray core? Between January and May 2008, the HESS, MAGIC and VERITAS collaborations took part in a joint multi-wavelength monitoring along with VLA and Chandra [9] . The VHE and Chandra X-ray light curves along with a coincident VLBA radio light curve are presented in Acciari et al. [51] . The flux reached the highest level ever observed, more than 10% of the Crab nebula. The observed day scale variability in the energy range between 0.1 TeV and 10 TeV, and the fact that the TeV emission appears to be correlated with the VLBA jet but not with emission from larger scale and, in particular HST-1, motivate the consideration that the observed TeV photons originate from the BH magnetosphere.
The magnetosphere is a region where a magnetized plasma (e.g., an accretion disk and its corona) surrounds a BH and where a wind/jet would be generated from the surrounding plasma. The Blandford-Znajek mechanism [11] (hereafter BZ), used here as a mean of extracting energy from the rotating BH, appears to be a plausible mean of harvesting spin energy. Despite some hints [12, 13] and the general consistency of the idea, there is no observational evidence for BH energy extraction. In this paper, we study the implication of the activation of the BZ mechanism in the magnetosphere and we present γ-ray spectral energy distribution (SED) for quiescent and flaring activities of M87. We show that the TeV activity may change significantly depending on the injection of the seed charges into the magnetosphere that, in turn, may be associated with the accretion rate.
The paper is organized as follows. In §2 existing models for VHE γ-ray emission from the M87 core are briefly reviewed and discussed. In §3 we briefly describe the numerical scheme adopted to simulate the above scenario. In §4 we describe the basic model pair production and TeV emission. In $ 5 we discuss the influence of the input parameters. In §6 we show results of Monte Carlo simulations for varying acceleration fields. In §7 we discuss the role of the hole spin parameter on the TeV luminosity. We summarise and discuss implications for M87 in §8.
Theoretical scenarios
Several theoretical scenarios have been invoked to account for the high energies (> 100 MeV) and VHE γ-ray emission from M87.
Georganopoulos et al. [16] showed that homogenous one-zone leptonic synchrotron selfCompton (SSC) models are unlikely to explain the observed TeV spectrum of M87. For an SED whose synchrotron and SSC components peak in the IR and the TeV band, high values of the Doppler factor, δ > 100, should be inferred. A solution to this problem is to assume that the jet emission region is structured, as in the decelerating jet model of refs. [15] and [16] or as in the spine-layer model [17] . Both models are characterized by compact sizes of the VHE γ-ray emission and no obvious correlation between the low and high-energy emission (for instance the keV component will not exactly follow the TeV component). They also predict very strong gamma-ray absorption and relatively soft spectrum, and hard spectra are difficult to achieve.
Lenain et al. [18] present a modification of the one-zone SSC model. In that work, the bulk of the observed emission is proposed to be produced in compact sub-volumes of the main outflow. Such a scenario could in principle account for VHE high states; the individual blob radii of about 10 14 cm is compatible with the short variability and the blobs are ejected from the core with reasonable bulk velocities. However, a low magnetic field in the emitting region is required which may be in disagreement with the fact that these regions of the jet are likely strongly magnetized. Giannios et al. [19] consider mini-jets of energetic particles moving relativistically within the jet. Depending on the direction of motion of the mini-jet, different variability patterns and various variability timescales could, in principle, be expected.
Recently, a different type of modelling has been brought forward to explain the observed VHE γ-ray emission. In ref. [20] , the authors proposed a scenario where a red giant star interacts with the base of the jet. The VHE emission is due to the interaction of the protons from the jet with the disrupted red giant envelope. To accommodate the light curve and the energy spectrum of the April 2010 flare, a jet power of ∼ 10 44 erg.s −1 collimated into a narrow jet with semi-opening angle θ ∼ 2 • are assumed. At the distance from the hole at which the cloud crosses the jet ∼ 10 16 cm, such a narrow jet would not concur with the VLBI observations showing that the jet opening angle reach ∼ 60 • within 1 milli-arcsecond of the core [21] [22] [23] .
The compactness of the particle accelerators operating in the vicinity of the BH and the absence of a significant cutoff in the spectrum imply that the particle acceleration mechanism is highly efficient. Magnetospheric models [24] [25] [26] [27] , where the non-thermal particle acceleration and emission processes occur at the base of the magnetosphere may then become particularly interesting.
Outline of the simulation
The reader should refer to [26] for the details of the simulation. We only give a brief overview. We carried out a Monte Carlo simulation of an electromagnetic cascade in a BH magnetosphere. The simulations use the exact cross-section of the full electron-photon cascade involving photon-photon pair production interactions and inverse Compton scattering. The number density of the target photon field is uniformly distributed into an infrared emission region of radius R IR around the BH and the energy distribution is approximated as a δ function at energy E IR . The electrons are assumed to be initially at rest with respect to the locally inertial observer and injected at the base of the gap. First, the mean interaction length is calculated, and then an interaction length is sampled from an exponential distribution with this mean. At the interaction point, the interactions are treated as described in Sections 3.3 and 3.5 in [26] . At each step of integration of the electron's trajectory, the energy and power of synchrotron emission are calculated. If the interaction length is greater than R IR or if the condition on the pair energy threshold for a head-on collision is not satisfied, the energy of the particle is printed out.
Properties of the central AGN
In what follows, we review the non-thermal particle acceleration and VHE emission processes that may occur in the vicinity of magnetized supermassive BH. We discuss the internal γ-ray opacity and the consequences for the TeV observations of M87. And, we finally note that the intermittence of the gap formation may be related to the changes in the accretion rate.
Particle acceleration close to the central black hole
In this scenario, the Kerr BH is threaded by an accretion-deposited magnetic field. The charged particles are electromagnetically accelerated to extreme relativistic velocities in a region with a potential drop created by the inefficiency of charge supply (BZ, [28] ). The accelerated particles are usually postulated to be leptons [29, 30] but protons have also been proposed [31, 32] . The spectral and timing characteristics of the VHE emission are associated to the physics of the processes taking place close to the supermassive BH. The mass of the BH in M87 is well established and the expected minimal timescale variability for a non-rotating BH is ∆t = 2GM BH /c 3 6 × 10 4 s 1 day, and the observed short timescale variability of TeV emission of days indicates that the emission originates within the last stable orbit unless the radiation is produced in a relativistic bulk motion.
In a stationary plasma-filled magnetosphere, the structure of the electromagnetic field satisfies the condition E.B = 0, where E and B are the electric and magnetic field respectively. Around a rotating BH, the electric field arises as a consequence of the coupling of the magnetic field to the frame dragging effect, see e.g. [33] . The characteristic charge density ρ GJ needed to neutralize the parallel component of the electric field in the magnetosphere is the so-called Goldreich-Julian density [34] . If the local value of the charge density ρ e differs significantly from ρ GJ in any region, a gap forms and an electric field with a component parallel to the magnetic field provides conditions for particle accelerations to arise. The change in energy of charged particles accelerated along ∆l in a region of the size of the gravitational radius
where h is the gap height of a size of order R G . The efficiency of the acceleration mechanism κ is related to the deviation from the ideal case, i.e. when E.B can differ from zero but stays close to zero and how pairs can screen out the electric field. Radiative energy losses always compete with acceleration and introduce additional constraints on the maximum achievable particle energies. In the hypothesis of the electronic origin of the TeV γ-ray emission in terms of high-energy electrons, the main emission mechanisms are synchrotron radiation and inverse Compton (IC) scattering. General relativistic magnetohydrodynamics simulations show that large scale radial magnetic field may form near the BH, e.g. [35, 36] , and the energy losses of electrons are not expected to be dominant over curvature radiation. In the potential gap, the motion of the electron-positron pairs along the magnetic field is maintained by the E || field. The momentum component perpendicular to the magnetic field B, owing to the IC scattering with the ambient photons, is rapidly lost, and the pitch angle is almost null. Therefore, the synchrotron radiation originates from the gyration of the charged particles in the component of the magnetic field B. The requirement that the synchrotron energy loss is balanced with the acceleration rate gives the maximum Lorentz gamma factors
For IC scattering, the maximum energy of e ± pairs is
where U rad = L IR /(4πR 2 IR c) is the energy density of radiation, L IR is the luminosity of the source coming from matter accreting onto the hole and for the infrared luminosity L IR = 10 41 erg.s −1 . Eq. (4.3) is determined under the assumption that the IC scattering takes place in the Thomson regime. The highest-energy electrons upscatter the background radiation into the Klein-Nishina regime, in which the efficiency of the IC scattering is reduced. A proper accounting of the decrease in IC loss efficiency would result in higher electron energies.
For an explanation of the observed TeV γ-ray radiation by IC scattering, one should assume that the energy losses of electrons are not dominated by synchrotron radiation. We can set an upper bound on the value of the magnetic field strength in the infrared region by equating the energy densities of the magnetic field and of radiation, i.e. U mag = U rad , and
The size of the infrared emission region is taken to be R IR = 15R G , and if B < 0.1G, the absorption of the first-generation of γ-rays will trigger an electromagnetic cascade.
Escape of the γ-ray photons
In this section, we examine the conditions under which the γ-ray photons in the energy range covered by VERITAS (E = 0.1 − 10TeV) escape from the regions where they are produced. The spectrum of the VHE photons observed by air Cerenkov detectors and the assumption that these photons originate from the magnetosphere imply that the pair production opacity at these energies does not exceed unity. The highest energy γ-rays produce pairs in interaction with the soft photon background inside the compact source. The cross-section of photonphoton pair-production depends on the center of mass energy of the colliding photons, 5) where E and are the energies of the photons and θ is the colliding angle. The dominant source of IR-optical photons that can pair create with the TeV photons is the ambient nucleus emission. The observed luminosity of the M87 nucleus at ν = 10 13 − 10 14 Hz is L ν ∼ 10 41 erg.s −1 [37, 38] . Starting from the threshold condition at s = 1, the pair-creation cross section peaks at σ γγ ∼ 0.2σ T ∼ 1.33 × 10 −25 cm 2 for photons with total energy s ∼ 3.5 − 4 in the center-of-mass frame, and then decreases as s −1 log s. TeV photons interact mostly with target soft photons of energy ∼ 1 eV. The number density of soft photons is 
The considered region would be transparent to the ∼ 1TeV photon if R IR > 20R G . Although infrared telescopes prevent us from resolving the size of the radiation source, HST spectroscopic observations constraints the size of the nuclear disk in M87 to ∼ 6 pc ∼ 2 × 10 4 R G [39] . M87's proximity makes the absorption of γ-rays in the cosmic background radiation field insignificant.
The role of the inefficient accretion flow
As explained above, two properties of the central engine have some profound implications on the possible mechanisms of VHE γ-ray emission: the plasma density and the magnetic field environment. Matter density near the event horizon may be estimated from the hot interstellar medium at the Bondi radius, i.e. the radius at which the gravitational potential of the BH begins to dominate the dynamics of the hot gas and the gas starts to fall into the BH. Henceforth, we use the conventional notation that expresses the accretion rate in units of the Eddington rateṁ =Ṁ /Ṁ Edd , where m is a scale factor and the Eddington accretion rateṀ Edd L Edd/ ηc 2 , is the rate necessary to sustain the Eddington luminosity. The accretion efficiency factor is noted η and η ∼ 10%. Di Matteo et al. [40] gives an estimate of the Bondi accretion rate of the nucleus of M87 using the Chandra observations. The corresponding value is an upper limit of the accretion rate,Ṁ <Ṁ Bondi 0.1 M .yr −1 . The Bondi accretion rate in this units isṁ Bondi = 1.6 × 10 −3 . Interestingly, this indicates that the accretion proceeds in a radiatively inefficient way and suggest that the density of the injected charges may not exceed the Goldreich-Julian charge density ρ GJ in at least some region of the magnetosphere. Consequently, a complete screening of the aligned electric field cannot be accomplished and a gap forms. Whereas at sufficiently large accretion rates, the seed charges density may exceed ρ GJ , giving rise to complete screening and leads to the formation of a force-free outflow (E.B = 0). Independently from the uncertainty on the accretion regime, one can estimate the ion density near the BH,
where v r is the radial velocity. In ref. [41] , the authors show that at lower radii (r < 10 2 × R Sch ), the electron temperature becomes large, T e ∼ 10 9 K, and we assume in equation (4.7) that the accretion material moves at relativistic speeds, i.e. v r c. The magnetic field strength in the vicinity of the BH can be related to the accretion rateṁ. We assume that the accreting gas is roughly in equipartition with the magnetic field, and we write the total pressure p as 8) where p g is the gas pressure, p m the magnetic pressure, and we take β = 1/2. The equipartition magnetic field is then determined from the magnetic pressure, i.e, B 2 eq /8π = 0.5ρ e c 2 , and yields
giving a maximum acceleration energy
The Goldreich-Julian density 1 n GJ can be related to the accretion rate
Mościbrodzka et al. [42] gave an estimate of the charge density for a monopole magnetosphere taking into account general relativistic effects. We have checked that our flat spacetime estimate is consistent with the Kerr spacetime estimate. For a maximally rotating BH with mass 10 9 M , the angular rotation speed is Ω = dΦ/dt = 1/2M BH ∼ 9 × 10 −5 rad.s −1 . The value of n GJ derived from equation (4.11) makes the possibility of creating gaps in the accretion disk or on the plunging region 2 unlikely. However, magnetohydrodynamics simulations of models of zero obliquity BH accretion, in which the accretion flow angular momentum is parallel to the BH spin, exhibit a low density evacuated funnel region near the pole. This region looks favorable for the formation of gaps.
In ref. [43] , the authors showed that the funnel region is nearly force-free and is well described by the stationary force-free magnetosphere model. But an important question remains: how to populate the funnel? Direct feeding of the funnel with plasma seems unlikely as charged particles would have to cross magnetic field lines. Moreover, funnel magnetic field lines are almost radial near the event horizon and then run in a smooth helicoidal shape, and do not intersect the disk [35, 44] . These structures are illustrated in figure 1 .
Levinson & Rieger [27] propose a mechanism to feed the polar region by annihilation of MeV photons 3 that are emitted by the hot gas near the horizon. The corresponding number of pairs is
(4.12) and n ± /n GJ 10 11ṁ3.5 , (4.13)
below an accretion rateṁ ≤ 7 × 10 −4 , the injection of charges cannot provide complete screening of the magnetosphere. The dependence on the injection rate suggests that a gap may form during periods of low accretion and the emission from the gap may be intermittent. 2 The plunging region lies between the innermost stable circular orbit and the event horizon 3 such a scenario favours jet made pairs over jets made of electron-ion plasma, and restricts the production of neutrinos in AGN jets.
Influence of the model parameters
In this section, we study the influence of several model parameters, such as the magnitude of the induced electric field. In the analysis of our results, we focus on the expected gammaray spectral signatures in a region of parameter space particularly well suited to reproduce the broadband spectral energy distributions of the radio galaxy M87. In each one of our simulations, we have assumed an infrared luminosity of L ν ∼ 10 41 erg.s −1 at frequencies ν = 10 13 Hz. The parameters used for the individual runs are quoted in Table 1 .
Structure of the potential gap
For a rotating Kerr BH of mass M and angular J, the Boyer-Lindquist spatial coordinate system is, with a parameter a = J/M c
where ω is the angular velocity of the local zero angular momentum observer (ZAMO) with respect to infinity, representing the dragging of the local inertial frame, α is the lapse function, or the redshift factor between the ZAMO and infinity. We consider a stationary axisymmetric flow of cold plasma around a rotating black hole. Within this approach the magnetic field is expressed by
with ψ(r, θ) is the magnetic flux function determining the poloidal magnetic field and I(r, θ) is the electric current producing the toroidal magnetic field. The 3-gradient of a scalar function f (x)=f (r, θ, φ) in the Boyer-Lindquist coordinates is
While the precise structure of the BH field is unclear, steady-state structure of spinning BH magnetosphere has been obtained through time-dependent general relativistic force-free numerical simulations (e.g. [45] [46] [47] ). These works found that the numerical solution evolves toward a solution which is very close to the monopole solution
is called the angular velocity of magnetic field, and Ω H is the angular velocity of the BH.
In Fig. 2 , we show the characteristic magnetic field configuration B φ (top panel) and B r (lower panel) for a = 0.9, 0.6, 0.1 near the BH horizon. Near the hole the magnitude of the potential drop along the B field lines is V ∼ aB. Fig. 3 shows the variation of the mean value of the accelerating electric field as a function of the radial distance. A charged particle introduced at the base of the gap is rapidly accelerated by the electric field and is boosted above 10 6 on the Lorentz factor. This particle escape from the gap at r/M BH = 3 where the accelerating field vanishes, and rapidly lose their energy via the Compton scattering. An interesting qualitative change of the SED is illustrated in Fig. 4 . The figures indicate that the peak luminosity of the gamma-ray spectra associated to inverse Compton emissions is related to the size of the vacuum gap. For example, a gap of size h ∼ 2M BH corresponding to a variability on timescale of t var.
Features of the non-thermal emission
1 day, produce a peak at GeV energy. For a thinner gap of h ∼ 0.02M BH corresponding to a timescale of t var. 10 mins, the peak luminosity is at hundredth of GeV.
Subsequently, we investigate the influence of changing the value of the κ parameter that determines the strength of the electric field. Fig. 4 illustrates the hardening of the photon spectra at GeV and TeV energies with an increase of the magnitude of the accelerating field. Table 1 . Physical Model Parameters.
Modelling the SED
Vincent & LeBohec [26] have developed a Monte-Carlo simulation that allows, for a given set of parameters (magnetic field strength, background radiation...) a quantitative study of the energy distribution of the electrons in the gap and the associated electromagnetic radiation.
In the following we demonstrate that the vacuum gap model is capable of reproducing the observed VHE spectrum at low and high activity states. The radio galaxy M87 is normally a steady and weak source at TeV energies and to date, there have been three well documented flaring episodes: 2005 April, 2008 February and 2010 April. The spectra measured during the TeV flares did not show any evidence of a cut-off, suggesting a weak γγ absorption. The long-term monitoring observations afford the opportunity of a more detailed look into the characteristics of the source at low emission level. In figure 5 , we show both the spectral energy distribution (SED) of the synchrotron and the inverse Compton scattered radiation. We report (black lines) the emission from the magnetosphere model relative to the high states observed in 2005-2008 (denoted HS05-08) and 2010 (denoted HS10), together with the low emission state (denoted LS). The data from different VHE instruments have also been reproduced: The fit functions reported by MAGIC in early 2008 February (green line; [56] ), and between 2005 and 2007 -characteristics to a lowemission state -(green dash-dotted lines; [49] ), the fit function reported by VERITAS during The magnetosphere model provides a satisfactory solution for both the high and the low states observed. It is compatible with the initial assumption that the different phases of activity are originating from the same emission region near the radio core. And the strength of the induced electric field drives the acceleration efficiency of the charged particles. A feature of the model is that the TeV and X-ray fluxes are correlated. It should be emphasised that the 2010 April data are not simultaneous, in particular, by the night when Chandra obtained the first observation, the TeV flaring was over. This may explain the over-estimated X-ray flux level predicted by the magnetosphere model.
Estimate of the local value of the charge density
The longitudinal electric field in the accelerating gap arises due to deviation of the charge density from the local GJ charge density. When the absolute value of the local charge density ρ is less than ρ GJ , an accelerating electric field is formed, leading to the cascade development. When |ρ GJ | < |ρ|, a decelerating electric field is formed suppressing the particle acceleration in the gap. Therefore the magnetosphere model is consistent if the local value of the charged density is weak enough to be responsible for the development of the instabilities. In this section, we calculate the Goldreich-Julian density and the local charge density. We then attempt to evaluate the accretion rate.
Estimate of the accretion rateṁ in an inefficient accretion flow is about a factor α lower than in a Bondi flowṁ ∼ αṁ Bondi , where α ∼ 0.1 is the viscosity parameter [54] , so that one expects the Goldreich-Julian density n GJ to be ∼ 5 × 10 −6 cm −3 . Using the Poisson's equation one finds the local value of the density n ± /n GJ to be ∼ 0.01. This estimate does not satisfy the condition n ± < n GJ and a gap will exist where the charged particles accelerate.
The seed charge density n ± may also be related to the accretion rateṁ through equation (4.12), and one finds thatṁ ∼ 2 × 10 −4 . This value is smaller than the critical accretion rate derived in §4.3, and confirm a gap may form during a period of low accretion.
However, these estimates are uncertain because of their dependence on the accretion rateṁ, on the electron-ion temperature ratio, or with the standard BZ predictions [55] . But exploring the dependence on these parameters is beyond the scope of this paper.
TeV luminosity and the hole's spin
Using the observational data in the VHE regime (i.e. > 100 GeV), the γ-ray luminosity can be estimated. The photon spectral luminosity is given by [58] 
here θ is the opening angle of the emission cone, Φ γ (E γ ) is the differential photon spectrum in units of photons per unit time, unit area and energy E γ , τ represents the γγ optical depth for a photon traveling from the source with initial energy E γ . The values used for τ were taken from [59] . The luminosity distance to the source D L is defined as
where H(z) is the Hubble parameter at redshift z. Corrections for both adiabatic energy losses due to the redshift and attenuation due to interactions with the radiation are considered in equation 7.1. For the differential photon spectrum detected at Earth, we use the values of the fit parameter measured by [50] 
3) integrating l γ (E γ ), and
For each electron propagating in the gap of height h, the energy-loss rate is estimated as dE/dt ecV /h. The electric potential difference across a gap, with a magnetic field B, generated by a black hole of angular momentum a, can be expressed as, Inside the gap, the field aligned electric field is unscreened and this implies that the density of electrons in the gap is limited by n GJ . Taking into account that the volume of the gap is roughly h 3 , the maximum gamma-ray power that can be produced by charged particles accelerating in the gap, regardless of the specific gamma-ray production mechanism is L γ n ± h 3 (dE/dt) 1.27 × 10 39 a(1 + 1 − a 2 ) erg.s −1 , 6) where V is the voltage drop across the gap height h. Figure 6 shows the allowed region that satisfies the condition L γ > L meas.
γ
. Thus, if the angular momentum of the BH is large enough and the TeV γ-ray emission beamed into a narrow cone with an opening angle θ 5 • , the non-thermal power of the gap can account for the observed TeV γ-ray luminosity.
Summary
Nearby under-luminous and mis-aligned AGN emerge as prime candidate sources where nonthermal VHE processes occurring close to the central BH are observable. The radio galaxy M87 is a unique source that harbours a substantially inclined jet ∼ (15 − 25) • with respect to the observer. The broadband emission originating near the supermassive black hole is not necessarily swamped by the relativistically boosted jet flux, and the high-energy emission signatures, e.g. the day-scale variability, have triggered new theoretical developments.
The particular picture developed in this paper considers a region which is magnetically dominated but not, in general, in a state of force-free equilibrium. The fluctuations -initiated by the intermittence of the accretion rate -in the outflow will be responsible for the formation of gaps. The charges injected into the gap are quickly accelerated by the large potential drop, and reach large Lorentz factor at which energy gain is balanced by synchrotron and inverse Compton losses.
In the case of M87, we show that the 2008 and 2010 observed TeV γ-ray emission can be explained by electron acceleration and γ-ray production in a compact region close to the event horizon. The same mechanism, with a relatively weak rotation-induced electric fields, may also account for the 2009 low state. In this scenario, the intermittences of the gap potential are related to the changes of the charge density into the magnetosphere. We estimated these densities for the flare and the low states and we noted that the changes will be associated with the accretion rate fluctuations.
The magnetosphere model is applicable to variable TeV-emitting AGN that accrete at sufficiently low rates, in particularly Cen A. If Cen A hosts a radiatively inefficient inner accretion disk, it could thus be another primary in which VHE processes close to the black hole may allow a fundamental diagnosis of its immediate environment, offering important insights into the central engine in AGNs.
